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RUBÉN ROSARIO: Civil cases can be the most volatile
RUBÉN ROSARIO
Pioneer Press Columnist

It can happen at any time, anywhere. An aggrieved party, 
frustrated by the civil or the criminal justice system's inability to correct or fairly 
resolve a perceived wrong, decides to take the law into his or her own hands.

That, among other factors, is likely what happened in the Hennepin County 
Government Center on Monday, where a woman with a history of mental and legal 
troubles opened fire outside a courtroom, fatally wounding a woman and severely 
wounding a man.

Sure, confronting the subject of the torment outside court might seem like the most 
reasonable approach. But addressing the torment at the exact location of where true 
or imagined justice should take place is the ultimate, symbolic killing zone.

"Frankly, I'm surprised that this scenario doesn't happen more often,'' says Larry 
Sheafe, the deputy director of the U.S. Secret Service during the Lyndon Johnson, 
Jimmy Carter and part of the Ronald Reagan administrations.

"Talk to any police officer, and they will tell you that it is the domestic violence and 
quality-of-life disputes that scare them the most,'' says Sheafe, director of security 
for Vance International, a Virginia-based security firm.

Sheafe and others suggest that, in hindsight, it is shortsighted for officials in 
Hennepin County — the state's largest and busiest state courthouse facility — to 
have different security measures in place for its civil and criminal proceedings.

They argue that disputes involving property, neighbors and conservators actually 
can be more stressful and emotional than many criminal cases, which often are more 
factual in motive and less vague in finality of the conflict.

He expressed some surprise that the Hennepin County Government Center did not 
adopt similar metal-detector security measures for both sides of the two-tower 
complex in downtown Minneapolis.

"In my experience, it is exactly these types of conflicts, particularly when they 
involve money or politics, that exacerbate the stress levels in people,'' says Sheafe.

Nationally, the most high-profile example of this phenomenon took place July 23, 
when a 41-year old former police officer and Brooklyn City Council member was shot 
dead by a political rival inside New York City's City Hall chambers, an act that later 
led to a security crackdown that even required the mayor to pass through metal 
detectors.

The halls of justice often have been backdrops for violent outbursts in recent years.

Two summers ago in Milwaukee, a defendant in a murder case shot a courtroom 
sheriff's deputy in the leg and then was fatally wounded.

In spring of 2002, a Michigan man shot and killed his former wife and two other 
people in a courthouse parking lot, then holed up for several hours inside his home 
before surrendering to police.
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